ASTEK GALAXY

DESCRIPTION
ASTEK GALAXY is a pearled paint!
It can be used for wood, metal and masonry. This product is ready for use and is applied as such on any
cement, gypsum, concrete, plaster board, wood and metal previously ground coated surfaces. This
product is a pure acrylic copolymer water based paint with special pearled pigments. It gives to surfaces
wich it is applied on the elegance and brightness. Use only for interior. The paint contains special
pigments, transparent, light reflecting, ensuring a bright aspect. It can be bronze, golden and silver.
APPLICATION
The paint is ready for use. Before use mix slowly.
“Pearled Effect”
To obtain “pearled effect” use on surfaces wich are painted in complementary colors. We recommend
first to apply washable paints on the surfaces and after that use ASTEK GALAXY.
“Antiquity Effect”
To obtain “antiquity effect” mix slowly 3-5 % ASTEK COLORTEK with ASTEK GALAXY. Use yellow, orange,
red, gree, blue.The final aspect has the special effects because of the irregularity of color of the paint.
PROPERTIES
The product is ready to use and it distinguishes itself through:
- the elegance and brightness it gives to surfaces which it is applied on
- resistance and stability
- maintaining its characteristics in time such as: adherence to the support, permeability to vapors,
excellent washability.
- its content of special pigments, transparent, light reflecting, ensuring a bright aspect.
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
-homogenous aspect, thixotrop;
-colors: bronze, silver, golden.
-density: 1,4 ± 0,05 g/l;
-viscosity: 50 KU
-can be applied on minimum +5°C temperature for surface and air.
APPLICATION
Can be applied with roller, brush, sponge or 2,5 mm spraying equipment. Apply 1 – 2 coats. The final
aspect depends on a large extent on the applier’s skill.
ATTENTION!
It is forbidden to mix up the paint with lime, clay or organic solvents based paints Do not aplly on
surfaces before painted with clay.

ASTEK GALAXY

CONSUMPTION
The consumption is 6-7 kg/m² and may vary depending on the thickness of layer and shape.
STORAGE
It will be stored in dry, airy spaces, away from frost, in tightly closed recipients. Do not store this product
at temperatures below +5°C. Garanty: 36 months
PACKAGING
4kg/2,85 l boxes

